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When we review Forex brokers, 
we make sure to look at every 
aspect in minute detail. To give 
our readers a better understanding 
of what each brokerage specializes 
on and has a competitive edge in. 
For this reason, we have a plethora 
of diverse categories available, each 
with their own ranking tables,
ensuring great coverage for 
every broker.

Assets

Regulations

Countries

Payment systems

Execution

No deposit bonus

Platform reviews

News Coverage

Educational guides

Our readers come from different backgrounds, 
from different corners of the world, with different 
levels of experience and trading goals. We provide 
them all with all the necessary information, 
regardless of their experience, to ensure that 
they are all equipped with all the necessary 
tools for success.



Since its founding, TopForexBrokers.net has become one of the leading platforms 
in the industry, specializing in detailed reviews of Forex brokers, financial news 
coverage, educational content, and much more, with over 40,000 monthly pageviews.

Our dedication to regularly provide quality content is definitely reflected in our 
statistics, with oganic search of over 85% and the bounce rate of less than 30%.

Our content is accessible in a wide range of available languages, that include 
Russian, Polish, Indonesian, Spanish, and Portuguese. 

Meanwhile, our wide selection of flexible advertisement options ensures, that 
you will find a perfect way to reach your future customers.

Our reader base is diverse, with traders both amateurs and professionals, 
being regulars on our platform.
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Majority of our readers are male, between the ages of 24-54

Over 23% of our readers access our platform via mobile
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On average, our readers spend 2.4 minutes per session

2.1 pages are visited per session
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We offer a number of flexible advertisement options
to cater to your specific needs.

See how you can benefit from working with us, 
as your company is promoted with some of our 
premium services.

Our trial promotion lasts for 1 month, at a price of £3,700 for 
the entire duration.

Your company will be listed among the top 5 leading 
companies on our homepage, in the 5th spot

Get a unique, SEO optimized review of your company by our in-house expert, 
in English + 1 available language of your choice

Start lead-generation through the linked buttons on your review page

Get a weekly mention in our newsfeed

Get extra exposure by featuring your company logo on the homepage in the 
‘best brokers’ table

Give your company the exposure it deserves, among 
the leading brokers within the industry.

Top 3 brokers take up the most 
lucrative positions, right at our
homepage, guaranteeing best 
exposure to every visitor.

Feature your company among the top-rated brokers 
on our website

Take a spot among the top 5 brokers in all suitable 
Broker categories

Display your company logo the ‘best brokers’ table 
among the top 4 Forex brokers

Get a weekly mention in our newsfeed

Top 1 Top 2 Top 3

£9,435£9,990£11,1003 months

£16,980£17,980£19,9806 months

£30,190£31,960£35,52012 months

While top 4 and top 5 listed brokers 
are not as perfectly positioned as 
top 3, they come with a bonus of 
additional newsletter exposure, 
twice a week

Top 4 Top 5

£7,215£7.7703 months

£12,990£13,9806 months

£23,090£24,86512 months



Become the Top Recommended Broker, and 
gain premium exposure by featuring your 
company logo on the most prominent 
location on our platform.

‘Top Recommended Broker’ Display ad
unit is offered for the period of 3 months,
and 6 months, priced at £1,300 and £2,340 
respectively

Your company logo will be featured in
the ‘Forex Brokers’ menu 260x120 ad unit

Enhance your process of customer 
onboarding, by directly exposing 
your bonus offer to our audience.

Feature your bonus offer among the 
top 4 deposit and no-deposit bonus 
offers on our homepage

Our Bonus offer listings are offered 
for the periods of 3 months, 6 months, 
and 12 months, priced at £1,400; 
£2,520; and £4,480 respectively.

The exact position depends on 
the availability



Your contest review will be featured 
among the top 5 ongoing Forex 
contests

Start lead-generating by having your 
contest promoted through promo 
widgets and linked buttons on the 
contest page

Our Forex Contest advertisement is offered for the duration of the 
competition, priced at £700 in English; £980 in English + 1 available 
language of your choice; and £1,540 in all available languages.

contest cannot be advertised for more than 3 months, 
regardless of the contest duration

Have a Forex competition going on?
Gain extra exposure, by featuring 
your competition on our Forex 
Contest pageGain greater exposure for your 

bonus offer by featuring it as a 
‘Hottest Offer’ on every page on 
our platform.

Promo banner of your Bonus 
offer will be displayed on the 
260x220 ad unit in the footer 
section.

‘Hottest Offer’ Display ad 
unit is offered for the periods 
of 3 months, and 6 months, 
priced at £800 and £1,440 
respectively.



Get a unique, SEO optimized review of 
your company by our in-house expert

Start lead-generation through the 
linked buttons on your review page

Get featured as a trusted broker 
among other reviewed companies

Your company review will receive monthly updates for the period 
of 12 months, at a price of £2,950 for the entire duration in English; 
£3,950 in English + 1 available language of your choice; and £6,490 
in all available languages.

while your company will be included among reviewed brokers, 
it will not be included in the ranking tables

Our readers are always in search
of new brokers to work with, and 
fully trust our objective reviews 
before making their final choice. Get In Touch With Us Today

Start Generating Leads Tomorrow

https://topforexbrokers.net/advertise/

Get in touch with us through the contact form 
below


